Abstract
The draft Neanderthal genome revealed more shared nucleotide bases with modern non-33
African humans compared with Africans (1). This asymmetric base-sharing was used to 34 argue that Neanderthals inter-bred with the ancestors of modern non-Africans, leaving a 35 modern genetic legacy of ~2%. Subsequent studies have reinforced this model, with the 36 discovery of skeletons with recent hybrid origin (9), an estimated 5% legacy from Denisovans 37 in Oceania (10-12) and a decrease in the inferred size of introgressed blocks over time (13, 38 14) , consistent with recombination breaking down introgressed blocks. 39 40
Inter-breeding with Neanderthals was originally inferred from four-way DNA sequence 41 alignments comprising two humans, a Neanderthal and a chimpanzee (the 'ABBA-BABA' test 42 (15-17)) (1, 16). Focus centres on bases where the Neanderthal and chimpanzee differ, with 43 each matching one of the two humans (states 'ABBA' and 'BABA'). Under a null model, with 44 no introgression and constant mutation rate, ABBA and BABA sites should be equally 45 frequent. In practice, when the two humans comprise one African and one non-African, the 46 counts of ABBA and BABA are significantly asymmetrical (1). Such asymmetry, usually 47 expressed as Patterson's D (18) , is most obviously explained by introgression of Neanderthal 48 DNA into the non-African. 49 50
Subsequent studies have developed the ABBA-BABA into derivative statistics such as Denhanced 51 (10) and f4-ratios (18). Despite these developments, the underlying principles remain largely 52 unchanged. Ultimately, all methods attempt to quantify excess base-sharing between an 53 archaic genome and one modern genome relative to a control, usually a second modern 54 human. Clusters of shared bases have been interpreted as introgressed haplotypes [12, 19] . 55 However, many aspects of the mutation process remain poorly understood, including the 56 lability and strength of mutation hotspots (19), the tendency of mutations to cluster on the 57 same chromatid (20) (21) (22) , and the mechanism and strength of the correlation between 58 mutation rate and recombination rate (23) (24) (25) . Consequently, distinguishing unexpected 59 clusters of related mutations from genuine non-human fragments is not trivial. 60 61 D statistics assume explicitly that mutation rate is constant (18), or at least does not vary 62 enough to distort the expectation of symmetric base-sharing. If this assumption holds, then 63 inter-breeding with archaic hominins offers the only viable mechanism capable of generating 64 asymmetrical base-sharing and significant deviations from zero can be used to help 65 understand patterns human migration (26) and selection (27) . However, if the assumption of 66 mutation rate constancy is relaxed, an alternative explanation becomes possible, based on the 67 genome-wide mutation rate being higher among humans who stayed in Africa compared with 68 those who migrated out to colonise the rest of the world (Figure 1 ). This alternative model 69 can be seen as the converse of the inter-breeding model: instead of non-Africans being 70 unexpectedly similar to Neanderthals, Africans would be seen as being unexpectedly 71 dissimilar. 72 73 
Results
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Mutation rate variation in modern humans and heterozygosity 109 110
A key requirement of the mutation slowdown hypothesis is that, since humans migrated out 111 of Africa, the mutation rate inside Africa has been appreciably higher than outside. A three 112 taxon D, D(Europe, Africa, chimpanzee), has given conflicting results. The first study, based on 113
Complete Genomics data, found a higher mutation rate in Africa (8), while a second used the 114
Simons Genome Diversity panel to show a higher rate outside (33) . Repeating the analysis 115 using data from the 1000 genomes project (40), I found a lower rate in Africa, in agreement 116
with Mallick et al. (33 by an excess of 'A' alleles generated by back-mutation in Africa. In both cases, the key alleles 234 will tend be rare, having entered their respective populations after humans left Africa. 235
However, the patterns are opposing. Inter-breeding and mutation slowdown predict that the 236 'B' allele in Europe, will be rare and common respectively. To test this prediction I 237 partitioned autosomal D(X, GBR, Neanderthal, chimpanzee) by the frequency of the 'B' allele in 238 GBR. When X is African, D averages 75.7%, -59.1% and -0.05% depending on whether the 'B' 239 allele is at high (>90%), low ( (Table 2a) . Apart from within Africa, the 2HM explained 2-9.5% of 359 variation in D, 3-112 times more than the best SHM (Table 2b) . Combined, the massive 360 superiority of the 2HM and the highly significant, always opposing slopes are difficult to 361 reconcile with a model based on selection, yet support a model where the key quantity is 362 difference in heterozygosity. fragments they should be rarer on the X but appear to be just as common (Figure 8c ). 408 409 windows that qualify as putatively archaic fall to 0.3% and 0.08% respectively. Importantly, 410 the locations of the few large ratios that are present do not correlate with peaks in the 411 published Neanderthal landscape (Figure 8b ) (50). Also, introgression has previously been 412 inferred to be near-zero on the X chromosome (50). If high ratios do indicate introgressed 413 fragments they should be rarer on the X. In fact, if anything, the X-chromosome carries more 414 windows with ratios >1 than then autosomes (Figure 8c) there is a striking correlation with the amount of diversity lost: the more diversity was lost, 478 the greater the excess mutation rate in Africa. Since the dominant mechanism driving 479 heterozygosity difference is drift during the out of Africa bottleneck (37, 41), any causal 480 relationship must be in the direction of changes in heterozygosity influencing mutation rate 481 rather than vice versa. Having said this, the data do not formally rule out other, as yet 482 unknown mechanisms. Such mechanisms are difficult to conceive because the most obvious 483 way to change mutation rate would be through a variant polymerase, but this would only 484 impact the genome-wide average, it would not drive a correlation between diversity lost and 485 mutation rate. 486 487 A second important issue is the extent to which the mutation slowdown model can explain a 488 raft of observations that support the inter-breeding hypothesis. That some inter-breeding 489 occurred seems likely, based on discoveries of a genuinely hybrid skeleton and introgressed 490 haplotypes (27, 53) . However, the case for frequent mating leading to a larger legacy 491 depends on genome-wide patterns which, though reported in many different forms (2, 12, 18, 492 54) , generally fail to distinguish between non-Africans being more similar to Neanderthals 493 and Africans being less similar. Thus, while current evidence for inter-breeding appears 494 compelling, until the various analyses are repeated in a way that distinguishes inter-breeding 495 from mutation slowdown, the conclusion that inter-breeding offers the only possible 496 explanation seems to me to be premature. 497 498
It is of course desirable to assess the extent to which the panoply of recent observations 499 currently interpreted as evidence of inter-breeding could be explained by a model based on 500 mutation slowdown. If HI operates, it would drive variation in D (and related measures) 501 wherever heterozygosity varies, either between populations, due to changes in population 502 size (37), or across the genome, due to the action of selection (55). Moreover, recombination 503 rate and mutation rate are correlated (56) and mutations occur non-independently to form 504 clusters (20) (21) (22) 57 is also an issue with the raw data. The length of the Neanderthal branch should be less than 520 10% of the total hominin-chimpanzee divergence but Green at al.'s data suggest an 521 implausibly high figure of ~75% (see their Table S51 : counts of 5,827,247 and 8,156,936 for 522 states AABA and BBBA respectively). In contrast, my analyses are based entirely on high 523 quality (if low coverage) modern sequences, and include an internal calibration in the form of 524 an African individual added to all non-African samples. That the African sample is identified 525 as unusual in a third of all windows suggests that my approach should be capable of detecting 526 ancient fragments, if present, in upwards of 50% of windows. 527 528
Despite the above uncertainties, my analyses do uncover a number of additional patterns that 529 appear difficult to reconcile with a model based entirely on inter-breeding. First, D actually 530 strengthens when the Neanderthal genome is replaced by the inferred human ancestral 531 bases. Interestingly, this observation agrees with data presented by Green et al., who report 532 756,324:689,594 BAAA:ABAA, a ratio of 1.097, similar to but larger than the 1.087 ratio seen 533 in the same Table S51 for BABA:ABBA, and involving seven times as many bases. Green et al. 534 ascribe their 66,730 excess BAAAs to sequencing errors, though this number seems 535 implausibly large for high coverage sequences and it is unclear why sequencing errors would 536 be so asymmetrically distributed. A more parsimonious explanation is that both the 537 similarity of the BABA:ABBA and BAAA:ABAA ratios and the similarity between D(H1, H2, 538
Neanderthal, chimpanzee) and D(H1, H2, ancestral human, chimpanzee) reflect a common 539 phenomenon, one that is inherent to all comparisons among modern humans and has little or 540 no dependence on which outgroup is used as long as it lies close to the base of modern 541 humans. 542 543
A second problem for the inter-breeding story relates to which alleles are common and which 544 are rare. Most early studies focused on individual high coverage genomes so were unable to 545 consider allele frequencies. By using the 1000 genomes data I have been able to show that D 546 is acutely sensitive to whether the 'B' allele is common or rare, only becoming positive when 547 the 'B' allele frequency exceeds 90% in Europe. This is the exact opposite of what is expected 548 under the inter-breeding hypothesis. Most Neanderthal fragments are likely neutral or near-549 neutral (55) and would have entered modern humans around 2,000 generations ago, too 550 recently for any but a handful to drift to high frequency. If D is driven mainly by inter-551 breeding, positive D value should be associated with sites where the 'B' allele is rare in 552
Europe, not common as I report. This analysis emphasises the extra information gained by 553 considering allele frequencies. 554 555
The third problem involves the relationship between heterozygosity and D, as discussed 556 above. Variation in genome-wide heterozygosity is dominated by the out of Africa bottleneck 557 (37, 41) and should be little impacted by a 1-2% Neanderthal legacy (if present). However, 558 genome-wide D is almost perfectly predicted by heterozygosity difference across all 559 population comparisons, the population with relatively lower heterozygosity invariably 560 appearing closer to Neanderthals. If Neanderthal fragments did have an appreciable effect on 561 heterozygosity this would, if anything, drive the opposite trend, because higher D would be 562 linked to higher heterozygosity driven by introgression. The ubiquitous converse trend both 563 within and outside Africa is therefore at odds with a model based entirely on inter-breeding. 564 565
The relationship between heterozygosity and D within a genome also argues against inter-566 breeding. Previous work reveals a correlation between B statistics and D, interpreted as 567 indicating selection acting on introgressed fragments. However, these studies only consider a 568 single heterozygosity. When I fit models that include heterozygosity in each population 569 separately (two heterozygosity models, 2HMs) a dramatically different picture emerges. All 570 pairwise population comparisons, apart from those within Africa, yield a vastly superior fit 571 for the 2HM, and the two slopes invariably go in opposite directions. Such opposing slopes fit 572 well with a model where the key quantity is difference in heterozygosity, but seem at odds 573 with a model based on selection, where all significant regressions should go in the same 574 direction. 575 576
An interesting and perhaps telling feature of the 2HMs is the relationship between strength of 577 correlation and genetic distance. In African -non-African comparisons, the 2HMs only 578 explain 3-5 times as much variation in D compared with the best single heterozygosity model. 579
In contrast, among non-African comparisons the single heterozygosity models are often non-580 significant while the 2HMs are at their strongest, particularly in comparisons between the 581 three Eurasian regions EUR, CSA and EAS. This is difficult to understand using a model based 582 on selection, where the strongest correlations should always be the African -non-African 583 comparisons. A plausible explanation based on HI can be made but needs more work to 584 determine whether it works in practice. Thus, populations within a region show little 585 variation in D across the genome because they are too similar in heterozygosity and have not 586 been separated long enough for many mutations to accumulate. Similarly, African -non-587
African comparisons show strong D but the correlation with heterozygosity is somewhat 588 degraded due to complicated patterns of mixing and demographic change since humans left 589
Africa. This leaves the strongest signal to form over an intermediate timescale where the best 590 balance lies between developing a strong signal and this signal being degraded by complex 591 and often contrasting demographic histories. 592 593
Finally, a number of other observations sit somewhat uncomfortably with the idea of 594 sufficient inter-breeding to leave a 2% legacy. Estimates of introgression are near-zero and 595 zero for the X chromosome and mitochondrial DNA respectively. This pattern could be 596 explained by some combination of unidirectional gene flow, mediated by a preponderance of 597 male Neanderthals mating with female humans, and selection acting against the Neanderthal 598 sex chromosomes. However, both mechanisms are speculative and lack empirical support. 599
Were human men unable or unwilling to defend their wives against (presumed) rape and, if 600 defence was not possible, why did the populations not move apart to reduce contact? It is 601 also unclear that mixed offspring would thrive and be accepted readily by society. Here, the 602 context of the hybrid skeleton (9) may be relevant. People generally use caves either for 603 burials, when many remains would be found, or for living, when no skeletons would usually 604 be found. The finding of just two skeletons is not consistent with either but might reasonably 605 be interpreted as the ostracising or separation of individuals deemed uncomfortably 606 different, implying lower fitness. 607 608
In conclusion, I explore an alternative explanation for relatively greater base-sharing 609 between Africans and non-Africans, based on mutation slowdown out of Africa. Although the 610 mutation slowdown model is speculative and its ability to account for patterns used to infer 611 inbreeding are largely untested, this new model does make a number of predictions that 612 appear to be fulfilled. In comparison, the inter-breeding struggles to account for the patterns 613 I find. Clarifying which model fits best across all observations will require a lot more work. I 614 hope that future studies will seek both to determine how well mutation slowdown fits for the 615 many published studies, and to find reasonable explanations for why the interbreeding model 616 fits so poorly in the analyses I have conducted. Analyses: All analyses were conducted using custom scripts written in C++, available on 648 request. All statistical analyses were conducted in R 3.3.0 (https://cran.r-project.org/). To 649 be conservative, singleton variants were excluded from all analyses. ABBA-BABA: Since the 650 1000 genomes data are low coverage and include much imputations, population allele 651 frequencies are determined with far greater reliability than individual genotypes. 652
Consequently, ABBA-BABA counts were determined probabilistically based on population 653 allele frequencies assuming Hardy-Weinberg. Thus, if allele 'A' had frequencies of 0.2 and 0.4 654 in populations one and two, this site would contribute 0.2 * (1 -0.4) = 0.12 ABBAs and (1 -655 0.2) * 0.4 = 0.32 BABAs, the numbers expected if alleles were drawn at random from each 656 population. Heterozygosity: heterozygosities were calculated similarly: if 'A' and 'B' were at 657 frequencies 0.3 and 0.7, 0.3 * 0.7 * 2 = 0.42 of a heterozygous site was counted, the probability 658 of drawing a heterozygous genotype from that locus if the population were in Hardy-659
Weinberg equilibrium. Genetic distance: since the 1000g data are unphased, genetic 660 distances between haplotypes cannot be calculated. Instead I used an approximation. All 661 variable sites in each individual were recoded as 0, 1 and 2 for 'AA', 'AB' and 'BB' respectively. 662
In pairwise comparisons between individuals, zero and one difference were recorded at sites 663 with the same and different codes, equivalent to assuming that bases that could be identical 664 are identical and that, wherever a difference must exist this always occurs in the most 665 dissimilar haplotype pair. Genetic distance was then taken as the sum of differences within a 666 given window. 
